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Abstract We used positron emission tomography (PET)
to measure movement set-related changes in regional ce-
rebral blood flow (rCBF) when human subjects were
asked to copy hand movements. Movement set-related ac-
tivity in the brain is thought to reflect the processes of
movement selection, preparation and inhibition. Four con-
ditions were used. In the first condition, prepare and exe-
cute (PE), the hand stimulus to be copied was shown to
subjects 3 s before an auditory ªgoº-cue instructed sub-
jects to execute the movement; a large part of the scan-
ning time was therefore spent in preparing to move. In
the immediate execution condition (E), the hand stimulus
and the go cue were presented simultaneously. The pre-
pare-only condition (P) was similar to PE, except subjects
only prepared to make the movement and did not actually
execute any movement when they heard the auditory go-
cue. The same stimuli were presented in a baseline condi-
tion (B), but the subjects were instructed to neither pre-
pare nor execute movements. There were 5 principle find-
ings: (1) In contrast to a previous study of human set-re-
lated activity in which movements were instructed by an
arbitrary pattern of LEDs, preparing to make a copied
movement causes rCBF changes in area 44 in posterior
Broca�s area; (2) set-related activity can be recorded in
the cerebellar hemispheres and midline; (3) we confirmed
that the supramarginal gyrus has a general role in prepar-
ing movements ± there was more rCBF in the P than the E
condition; (4) the cerebellar nuclei and the basal ganglia
may be particularly involved in the initiation and execu-

tion of a planned movement; these regions were more ac-
tive in the PE condition than the P condition; (5) the ven-
trolateral prefrontal cortex and a left anterior cingulate ar-
ea are part of a distributed system involved in the suppres-
sion of a motor response; these areas were significantly
more active in the P than the PE condition.

Key words Broca�s area ´ Ventral prefrontal cortex ´
Supramarginal gyrus ´ Cingulate ´ Cerebellum ´ Human

Introduction

Motor preparatory activity has been investigated in neuro-
physiological studies of the non-human primate. The par-
adigms usually involve an initial precue that informs the
monkey which movement it will have to perform when
a ªgoº cue is presented a short time subsequently. Sin-
gle-unit activity recorded after the presentation of the pre-
cue and before the presentation of the go cue, referred to
as ªset activityº, has been argued to reflect motor plan-
ning and programming and possibly the suppression of
automatically triggered movements (Wise and Mauritz
1985). Set-related activity has been recorded in the cortex
in: the dorsal lateral premotor cortex (PMd; Weinrich and
Wise 1982; Weinrich et al. 1984; Godschalk et al. 1985;
Wise and Mauritz 1985; di Pelligrino and Wise 1991,
1993; Boussaoud and Wise 1993a, b; Riehle et al. 1994;
Riehle and Requin 1995; Kalaska and Crammond 1995;
Crammond and Kalaska 1996; Johnson et al. 1996); the
supplementary motor area (SMA) and the pre-SMA (Al-
exander and Crutcher 1990a, b; Matsuzaka et al. 1992;
Romo and Schulz 1992); Brodmann area 5 (Riehle et al.
1994; Kalaska and Crammond 1995; Riehle and Requin
1995); middle intraparietal (MIP; Johnson et al. 1996);
the anterior cingulate cortex (Shima et al. 1991); the ven-
tral prefrontal cortex (Boussaoud and Wise 1993a, b); and
to varying degrees in various parts of the primary motor
cortex (M1; Alexander and Crutcher 1990a, b; Smyrnis
et al. 1992; Ashe et al. 1993; Riehle et al. 1994; Riehle
and Requin 1995; Johnson et al. 1996). Most studies of
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subcortical motor activity have focused on the striatum
(Alexander and Crutcher 1990a, b; Apicella et al. 1991,
1992; Schultz and Romo 1992; Jaeger et al. 1993), while
less attention has been paid to the possibility that set ac-
tivity might also be present in the cerebellum (Thach
1978; Chapman et al. 1986).

The presence of motor set-related activity in the hu-
man brain has recently been demonstrated with positron
emission tomography (PET) by Deiber et al. (1996).
Deiber et al. employed a similar paradigm to that used
with non-human primates. Although subjects only made
a few overt movements to go cues during the minute of
scanning, they spent a large part ot the scan time prepar-
ing to make movements instructed by prior precues;
changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) therefore
largely reflect preparatory set activity processes. Deiber
et al. (1996) made two important findings: First, set-relat-
ed activity was confirmed in the lateral premotor cortex,
on the border between the SMA and the pre-SMA, ante-
rior cingulate area 32, supramarginal gyrus area 40, the
striatum and the thalamus. Despite this, activity in the
SMA, premotor cortex, cerebellum, and cingulate cortex
was still present in a condition with the same movement
selection and execution requirements but which gave
the subjects no opportunity to prepare. Second, they found
some support for the hypothesis that different modes of
movement selection depend on different premotor areas
(Passingham 1993); freely selected movements, as op-
posed to movements instructed by arbitrary cues (the con-
figuration of a set of light stimuli), have a greater depen-
dence on medial premotor areas including the pre-SMA
and area 32 and on prefrontal areas 9 and 10.

The present study employs a similar paradigm to look
further at set-related activity. There are, however, three
important differences between the present study and the
previous study. First, we employed an additional condi-
tion which required subjects to just prepare movements
when shown precues without subsequently executing
any movement. The previous demonstration of preparato-
ry-related changes in rCBF (Deiber et al. 1996) were
made by comparing a condition that involved both prep-
aration and execution with a baseline that involved nei-
ther; the possibility remains that some activity changes
partly reflected execution as opposed to preparation. In
the present study, any change in rCBF in the ªprepare
and executeº (PE) condition that genuinely reflexts pre-
paratory planning (Mauritz and Wise 1985) should also
be present in the ªprepare-onlyº (P) condition. Greater
rCBF in the PE condition than in the P condition would
indicate an area primarily concerned with movement ex-
ecution. Greater rCBF in the P condition than in the PE
condition would indicate a region where set activity was
particularly related to inhibitory processes (Wise and
Mauritz 1985).

Second, the present experiment uses a different mode
of movement instruction; pictures of a hand, as opposed
to arbitrary LED patterns, we used to indicate which
movement the subjects were to make; we refer to this pro-
cess as ªmovement copyingº. There has been some sup-

port for the hypothesis that medial and prefrontal areas
are concerned with the free selection of actions in the ab-
sence of instructions (Deiber et al. 1991; Passingham
1993; Chen et al. 1994; Thaler et al. 1994; Jahanshahi
et al. 1995), while PMd is more concerned with move-
ments selected on the basis of arbitrarily associated in-
structions (Kurata 1993; Mitz et al. 1993; Passingham
1993; Kurata and Hoffman 1994; Chen and Wise 1995).
Recently it has been suggested that macaque area F5 in
the more ventral lateral premotor cortex (PMv) may play
a particular role in comprehending the movements of oth-
er individuals (di Pelligrino et al. 1992; Gallese et al.
1996; Rizzolatti et al. 1996a, b). Movements selected by
copying may therefore additionaly depend on this region.
If this is the case then we should expect to record rCBF
changes in the human homologue of F5 in the present
study despite the absence of any ventral premotor changes
under otherwise similar conditions in the earlier experi-
ment of Deiber et al. (1996).

The third important aspect of the present investigation
was the position of the scanner. In the present experiment,
the field of view of the scanner was positioned so as to
enable us to image all of the cerebellum. The set-related
activity of the cerebellum has received comparatively lit-
tle attention in non-human primates (Thach 1978;
Chapman et al. 1986), despite its activation in PET exper-
iments that involve motor imagery in the absence of overt
movement execution (Decety et al. 1994). The lower po-
sition of the scanner, however, meant that we were not
able to image the activity in the SMA and PMd. The ben-
efits of being able to scan the cerebellum outweight the
cost of not being able to scan the SMA and the PMd given
that a number of previous investigations have already es-
tablished set-related activity in these areas (Alexander
and Crutcher 1990a, b; Decety et al. 1992; Matsuzaka
et al. 1992; Romo and Schulz 1992; Kawashima et al.
1994; Deiber et al. 1996).

Materials and methods

Subjects

Eight normal male subjects with a median age of 30 years (range
27±52 years) were studied. All subjects were right-handed as tested
by the Edinburgh Handedness Questionnaire (Oldfield 1971). The
study involved the administration of 4.8 mSv effective dose equiv-
alent of radioactivity per subject and was approved by the Adminis-
tration of Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee of the De-
partment of Health of the UK. Subjects gave informed written con-
sent. The study was approved by the research ethics committee of
the Royal Postgraduate Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital,
London.

Data acquisition

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were taken for all subjects
to obtain T1-weighted spin-echo images. Subsequently 12 PET mea-
surements of rCBF were obtained at 10-min intervals using a bolus
injection technique with H2

15O as a tracer and a CTI 953B-PET
scanner with collimating senta retracted. With a field of view of
10.8 cm in the z-plane, the subjects were positioned so as to include
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all of the cerebellum. After normalization, the PET data set extended
from �50 mm below the AC-PC line to approximately +60 mm
above it.

Experimental design

There were four conditions, each repeated three times. In all condi-
tions the subjects viewed a drawing of a right hand on a screen.
Their right hand rested on a keypad with keys for index, middle, ring
and small finger. In conditions E, PE and P, subjects executed and/or
prepared to execute finger movements that corresponded with pic-
tures of hands presented on a computer screen. When the nail of a
finger in the picture was darkened, subjects prepared and/or execut-
ed a key press with their own corresponding finger. The task is
clearly different from previous studies of movement selection where
arbitrary stimuli such as LED patterns or auditory tones are used to
instruct movements. We therefore refer to the task as a ªmovement
copying task.º

Execute immediately

One of the fingernails of the fingers in the picture on the monitor
was briefly darkened (700 ms). Simultaneously with the marking
of the finger, a tone was presented. Subjects were asked to respond
as quickly as possible by moving the finger of their right hand that
corresponded to the marked finger. The interval between trials var-
ied between 2 and 10 s so that subjects could not predict the time of
the next trial. Thus between trials they could not prepare to move a
specific finger or get ready to respond at a specific time. Subjects
made a total of 16 movements during the scanning period.

Prepare and execute

The PE condition used identical stimuli, but there was now a 3-s in-
terval between the onset of the selection cue (fingernail darkening
for 700 ms) and the go cue (tone). The subjects were asked to pre-
pare to move the appropriate finger when they saw the selection cue,
but not to execute the movement until they heard the tone. The time
intervals between trials were constant at 5.5 s. Thus, within a trial,
the subjects prepared to move a specific finger and could get ready
to respond at a specific time. As in condition E, 16 movements were
executed during the scanning period.

Prepare only

The condition was almost identical to PE; subjects were asked to
prepare movements corresponding to those indicated by the same
cue as before ± darkening of the fingernail. On this occasion, how-
ever, the subjects did not make any overt movement when they
heard the tone had acted as a god signal in the PE condition.

Baseline

The same visual cues, fingernail darkening, and the same auditory
go cues as presented in the experimental conditions were also used
in the B condition. Subjects saw the hand stimuli and heard the go
signals, but they were instructed to neither prepare nor execute
movements.

All subjects were pretrained immediately before scanning. Train-
ing consisted of three trials of each condition and lasted a total of 35
min. All subjects were confident that they were able to do the task.
Detailed instructions of what to do in the relevant condition were re-
peated before each scan. In conditions PE and P, the subjects were
trained to direct their attention to the ªfeelº of the movement they
were preparing to discourage them from verbally encoding the
movement. After scanning, all subjects were interviewed about their
performance: (1) Which condition did youg find most difficult to

perform? (2) Did you find P more difficult to do than PE? (3) Did
you use verbal strategies in preparing a finger?

The reaction times of movements to the tone were recorded in
conditions E and PE. To assess differences in performance of E
and PE, a paired t-test of each subject�s mean reaction time for con-
ditions E and PE was carried out.

Data analysis of PET data

This was performed on SUN SPARC 20 work stations (SUN Micro-
systems, Surrey, UK) using the statistical parametric mapping soft-
ware package SPM-96 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurol-
ogy, London, UK). PET images were realigned with the individual�s
MR image. PET and MR images were then normalized to the stan-
dard stereotaxic space as defined by the Montreal Neurological In-
stitute (MNI; Evans et al. 1991, 1993). The rCBF images were
smoothed with a filter of 12 mm to attenuate high-frequency noise,
thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. Differences in global blood
flow between subjects and conditions were removed by analysis of
covariance. The following planned comparisons were carried out:

A. P versus B
B. PE versus B
C. E versus B
D. P versus E
E. PE versus E
F. P versus PE
G. PE versus P

Using the t-statistic on a voxel-by-voxel basis, SPM-t-maps were
generated with areas of activation of P<0.001 ± a more detailed ac-
count of the statistical analysis is given by Friston et al. (1995).

The analysis was carried out on the group of eight subjects. In
order to validate the anatomical assignment of activations, we also
examined individual subject data coregistered onto the individual�s
MRI scans.

Results

Behavioural data

Analysis of the subjects� reaction times demonstrated that
subjects were able to use the advance information in the
precues in the PE condition to plan or pre-programme
the movement before its execution on the presentation
of the go cue; reaction times were significantly faster in
PE than in the ªimmediate executionº (E) condition
(t=8.76, df=7, P<0.0001). The reaction times in E and
PE are shown in Fig. 1.

The subjects responses to the questions posed before
scanning revealed their unanimous confidence in their
ability to prepare movements without executing them
(P). They reported a similar subjective feeling during
preparation in both the P and the PE conditions. In re-
sponse to the post-scanning questions, three of eight sub-
jects said that condition P was the most difficult to per-
form, and five said that E was the most difficult to per-
form (question 1); seven of eight said that P was more dif-
ficult than PE, and one said that PE was more difficult
than P (question 2), they were unanimous in not having
used any verbal strategies in preparing finger movements
(question 3).
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PET data

Comparison of rCBF in experimental conditions
compared with baseline rCBF

Table 1 summarizes increases in activity when each of the
three conditions (P, PE, E) are compared with the base-
line. Comparisons of P baseline and PE baseline revealed
bilateral changes in rCBF areas 44 and 40 and the cerebel-

lum, and changes in rCBF in the left hemisphere in the
premotor area 6, M1, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (46/
9) and putamen. There was additional activation in the
right premotor area 6 when P was compared with the
baseline. There was additional activation in the left prima-
ry somatosensory cortex (S1) and the right parieto-occip-
ital sulcus when PE was compared with rCBF in the base-
line condition. The comparison of the E and baseline con-
ditions revealed significant rCBF changes in the lateral
premotor area 6, M1, S1, putamen, thalamus, supramar-
ginal gyrus in the left hemisphere, and the intraparietal
sulcus and area 40 in the right hemisphere. Again there
were significant bilateral changes in rCBF in the cerebel-
lum.

Comparison of the conditions involving preparation,
PE and P, with condition E

The comparison of conditions involving preparation, PE
and P, with the E condition revealed a significant change
in rCBF in a number of areas in the left hemisphere in-
cluding area 44, lateral premotor area 6, and the supra-
marginal gyrus. There was an additional change in rCBF
in the right lateral premotor cortex when P was compared
with E. There was an additional change in rCBF in the left
putamen when PE was compared with E. These results are
summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 1 Mean reaction times for immediate execution of the response
in the ªexecute onlyº condition (E) on the left and in the ªprepare
and executeº (PE) condition on the right. Error bars SE of reaction
time

Table 1 Regions with significant differences (P<0.001) in adjusted rCBF for prepare-only (P) prepare and execute (PE) and immediate
execution (E) versus baseline (B) tasks. Coordinates are in standard stereotaxic space as defined by the MNI (BA Brodmann area)

Anatomical region P vs B PE vs B E vs B

(Coordinates) Z (Coordinates) Z (Coordinates) Z

Left BA 46/9 �38 +30 +34 4.32 �42 +32 +36 3.87 n.s.
Left BA 44 �42 +06 +04 4.47 �64 +02 +08 5.19 n.s.

�58 +02 +28 4.12 �64 +06 +20 4.32
Right BA 44 +48 +06 +04 3.72 +50 +04 +06 3.90 n.s.
Left lateral premotor BA 6 �38 �06 +56 3.91 �44 �06 +56 4.21 �34 �08 +60 4.21
Right lateral premotor BA 6 +50 �08 +50 3.84 n.s. n.s.
Rostral cingulate area �02 +02 +54 3.30 �02 +02 +54 5.06 �02 +02 +54 3.88
Left M1 �28 �18 +64 3.69 �30 �22 +64 4.37 �42 �18 +56 3.48
Left S1 n.s. �32 �34 +50 4.07 �34 �36 +50 4.18
Right M1 +58 �16 +44 4.29 n.s. n.s.
Left putamen �28 �02 +14 3.76 �32 �12 �02 4.09 �28 00 +12 3.37
Left thalamus n.s. n.s. �14 �16 +04 3.90
Left superior temporal gyrus �58 �32 +20 5.09 �68 �40 +18 4.54 n.s.
Left supramarginal gyrus �48 �34 +36 5.22 �48 �32 +34 6.46 �48 �32 +34 3.75
Right supramarginal gyrus +60 �46 +30 3.48 +58 �44 +32 4.54 +62 �32 +22 3.48
Right parieto-occipital sulcus n.s. +18 �62 +38 3.59 n.s.
Intraparietal sulcus n.s. n.s. +24 �56 +44 3.43

Cerebellum
Right hemisphere +30 �50 �24 5.61 +30 �50 �24 6.84 +30 �50 �28 5.36

+44 �68 �34 3.25 +46 �46 �36 5.85
Right lateral nuclei n.s. +18 �50 �38 3.84 +18 �52 �38 3.26
Left hemisphere n.s. �32 �50 �26 4.89 �30 �48 �26 3.83
Vermis n.s. +08 �62 �16 4.50 +04 �72 �14 3.49
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Comparison of the conditions involving movement
preparation either with or without subsequent movement
execution

Table 3 summarizes the results of comparing the P and PE
conditions. The areas of significantly greater rCBF during
the PE condition than during the P condition included the
the right cerebellar hemisphere and lateral nuclei and
right putamen. The areas of significantly greater rCBF
during the P condition than during the PE condition in-
cluded the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in both hemi-
spheres, a region in the left anterior cingulate, a very

Table 2 Regions with signifi-
cant differences (P<0.001) in
adjusted rCBF for P vs E and PE
vs E. Coordinates are in MNI
space

Anatomical region P vs E PE vs E

(Coordinates) Z (Coordinates) Z

Left BA 44 �58 +00 +14 4.58 �62 +02 +08 5.27
�58 +04 +24 4.10 �58 +04 +22 4.21

Left lateral premotor BA 6 �42 +08 +40 4.00 �50 �06 +56 3.52
Right lateral premotor BA 6 +48 �10 +54 3.33 n.s.
Left putamen n.s. �36 �14 +00 3.51
Left superior temporal gyrus �68 �40 +12 3.19 �68 �38 +14 3.76
Left anterior inferior parietal n.s. �60 �24 +42 3.86
Left supramarginal gyrus �60 �38 +24 3.53 �62 �34 +26 3.82
Subparietal gyrus �02 �52 +40 3.45 n.s.

Table 3 Regions with signifi-
cant differences (P<0.001) in
adjusted rCBF for P vs PE and
PE vs P tasks. Coordinates are in
MNI space (VLPFC ventrolat-
eral prefrontal cortex)

Anatomical region P vs PE PE vs P

(Coordinates) Z (Coordinates) Z

Right anterior cingulate sulcus BA 32/10 +14 +48 +12 3.86 n.s.
Left anterior cingulate sulcus BA 32/10 n.s. �10 +44 +18 3.43
Left VLPFC �48 +34 +06 3.60 n.s.
Right VLPFC +58 +32 +08 3.84 n.s.
Left lateral premotor BA 6 �40 +08 +40 4.08 n.s.
Posterior cingulate �04 �40 +34 3.53 n.s.
Right M1 +48 �12 +54 3.74 n.s.
Right putamen n.s. +18 +06 +00 3.61
Cerebellum

Right hemisphere n.s. +48 �44 �36 4.57
Right lateral nuclei n.s. +18 �62 �20 4.17

Fig. 2 Left Sagittal section showing the regions of significant differ-
ence in rCBF between the PE and E conditions. The difference is co-
registered onto a sagittal and coronal cut of a normalized MR image
in MNI space (Evans et al. 1993). One region of rCBF difference
can be clearly seen in Brodmann�s area 44, the pars opercularis of
Broca�s area which lies anterior to the inferior precentral sulcus
and posterior to the ascending ramus of the Sylvian fissure. The
more posterior region of rCBF change is in the supramarginal gyrus.
a, supramarginal gyrus; b postcentral sulcus; c central sulcus; d as-
cending ramus of the Sylvian fissure; e Sylvian fissure. Right Coro-
nal section showing the same region of significant difference in
rCBF between the PE and E conditions in area 44 dorsal to the Syl-
vian fissure and ventral to the inferior frontal sulcus. e Sylvian fis-
sure; f inferior frontal sulcus
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small area in the posterior cingulate, and the left lateral
premotor cortex. No significant difference between the
P and PE could be seen in the rCBF in M1.

Localization of activation in Broca�s area

To investigate the exact location of activation in the re-
gion of Broca�s area, we looked at changes in rCBF in
single subjects co-registered with their individual MRI
scans. This revealed that the inferior frontal activation
was mostly anterior to the precentral sulcus and entirely
posterior to the ascending ramus of the Sylvian fissure
and thus appears to lie in area 44 rather than the more pos-
terior lateral area 6. Figure 2 shows activation in ventral
premotor and area 44 when comparing rCBF in the PE
and E conditions.

Discussion

The paradigm

The faster reaction times of movements made in the PE
than the condition demonstrate that subjects were able
to use the prior information present in the precues to
pre-programme movements made to the subsequent go
cue. The difference in rCBF between the PE condition
and the baseline may reflects structures concerned with
preparation of the movements; most of the 90-s duration
scan was spent in a state of preparation, during what is re-
ferred to as the ªsetº period in single-unit studies of motor
areas, and only 16 movements were executed. A similar
argument was made by Deiber et al. (1996) when they
compared conditions similar to the present PE condition
with a baseline condition.

It is possible to confirm that the comparison of PE with
baseline does reflect preparatory activity, and not move-
ment execution, by comparing P with the baseline; P with
baseline is not confounded by any component of move-
ment execution. A second, independent way of confirm-
ing the existence of preparation-related changes is to ex-
amine the PE and E comparison; these two conditions en-
tailed identical movement execution components.

In summary, there are three independent methods to be
used for measuring preparation-related activity in the mo-
tor system. Each comparison by itself is open to another
interpretation. PE compared with baseline may reflect ex-
ecution-related activity. The comparison of PE with E
may be insensitive; preparatoy activity is likely to exist
in brain areas concerned with movement ªplanningº or
ªselectionº; the same areas must, however briefly, be ac-
tivated in the E condition before the movement can be ac-
tivated. The comparison of P with baseline could be crit-
icized because, other than than the subjects� unaminous
verbal report that they were able to prepare a movement
that they did not subsequently execute, there is no other
behavioural confirmation that they did prepare unexecut-
ed movements. If the results of all three comparisons are

similar, as is the case in the present investigation, it is
more parsimonious to reject these alternative interpreta-
tions and accept that the same process, preparation, is be-
ing imaged in each comparison. Only two novel areas of
activation difference were found in the P�PE subtraction
± the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the left anterior
cingulate. It is argued below that the suppression of be-
havioural output may depend on these areas.

The difficulty of finding a behavioural index by which
to assess performance in condition P is one shared with
other experiments involving preparation-only conditions
(Kawashima et al. 1994) and mental imagery conditions
(Decety et al. 1994; Stephan et al. 1995). In the study of
Kawashima et al. (1994), subjects were asked to prepare
a single movement over the entire 90 s of scanning; it
is arguable that the activity changes also reflect the
short-term memory processes recruited throughout this
time period rather than the single act of motor prepara-
tion. In the present investigation, subjects were required
to prepare 16 different movements in the P condition
for shorter time periods of just 3 s.

The subjects in the present experiments were simply
instructed to prepare movements. The P condition could
therefore be said to require just the imagination of the
movement. The prepare conditions correspond particular-
ly to what Jeannerod (1995) refers to as ªinternalº, as op-
posed to ªexternalº motor imagery; the subjects were
asked to concentrate on the ªfeel of the movementº and
not to verbalize the movement. Despite the recent interest
in motor imagery (Jeannerod 1994, 1997; Stephan et al.
1995; Porro et al. 1996; Roth et al. 1996), Jeannerod has
argued that motor imagery and motor preparation are
functionally equivalent.

It has also been argued that movement imagination and
movement execution depend on the same brain areas
(Decety 1996). Preparation-related activity in the present
experiments is therefore likely to be greatest in brain
structures that operate during the normal selection and
planning of immediately executed movements; the prepa-
ration conditions are therefore being used as a tool to fa-
cilitate the scanning of what might otherwise be transitory
brain activity.

It should be reiterated that in order to position the
scanner so as to include the whole of the cerebellum in
the z-plane down to 50 mm below the anterior commis-
sure-posterior commissure line (AC-PC line), we were
not able to scan the most dorsal cortical structures. This
limited our ability to image the lateral premotor cortex
and the SMA in their entirety. According to Fink et al.
(1997), finger-related activity is seen at heights of
46<z<67 mm in the premotor cortex and 67<z<73 mm
in the SMA. The present results were normalized with re-
spect to the MNI average brain template (Evans et al.
1993) and not with respect to the flatter brain used by
Talairach and Tournoux (1988). PET has, however, al-
ready been used to confirm the existence of preparation-
related activity in these areas (Deiber et al. 1991; Decety
et al. 1992; Kawashima et al. 1994; Jahanshahi et al.
1995; Stephan et al. 1995) as might have been expected
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from single-unit studies in monkeys (Weinrich and Wise
1982; Godschalk et al. 1985; Wise and Mauritz 1985; Al-
exander and Crutcher 1990a, b; di Pelligrino and Wise
1991, 1993; Matsuzaka et al. 1992; Romo and Schultz
1992; Boussaoud and Wise 1993a, b; Riehle et al. 1994;
Kalaska and Crammond 1995; Riehle and Requin 1995;
Crammond and Kalaska 1996; Johnson et al. 1996).

Broca�s area

There was a significant increase in rCBF in Broca�s area
when either the PE or P conditions were compared with
the baseline or E conditions. Broca�s area, since its defi-
nition, has been associated with language; it is important
to rule out the possibility that the activation is not simply
in the more ventral part of area 6 in the lateral premotor
cortex. The activation peaks for the group data are at
MNI coordinates (Evans et al. 1991, 1993), �42, +6, +4
(P-baseline) and �58, 0, +14 (P-E); �64, 2, +8 (PE-base-
line) and �62, 2, +8 (PE-E). These peaks therefore fall in
the pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus. The pars
opercularis is delimited posteriorly by the inferior precen-
tral sulcus and anteriorly by the ascending ramus of the
Sylvian fissure and has been designated area 44 by Brod-
mann (Brodmann 1909; Sarkissov et al. 1955; Petrides
and Pandya 1994). We also examined the position of
the ventral frontal activation area with respect to the pre-
central sulcus on the MRI scans of individual subjects.
The area of peak activity was shown to be in front of
the precentral sulcus and behind the ascending ramus of
the Sylvian fissure (Fig. 2). It is therefore likely to be
in posterior Broca�s area (area 44) as opposed to lateral
area 6.

The activation of Broca�s area is unlikely to be due to
linguistic mediation in the task. First, there was no evi-
dence of changes in rCBF in the region of Broca�s area
when subjects covertly prepared for similar durations in
a previous study of a more difficult movement-selection
task (Deiber et al. 1996). In that study, the finger to be
moved and the direction in which it was to be moved were
independently instructed by different sets of light cues.
The arbitrary stimulus-response mapping and the similar-
ity of the cue configuration for quite distinct movements
in the previous studies made the process of movement se-
lection more difficult than in the present case. Second, the
increase in rCBF in area 44 was similar to that seen in the
lateral premotor area 6 and the supramarginal gyrus; it
was most prominent in the left hemisphere but a small in-
crease was also seen in the right hemisphere (Table 1).
Third, subjects are able to copy a movement more quickly
than they are able to name it; this casts serious doubt on
any suggestion that a linguistic process might intervene
between the presentation of the hand position to be copied
and the subjects� responses.

Instead the additional activation of area 44 in the pres-
ent task is likely to reflect the distinct mechanism by
which subjects selected movements in the present exper-
iment. Petrides and Pandya (1994) have argued that hu-

man area 44 is homologous to an area they also label
44 in the posterior bank of the inferior limb of the arcuate
sulcus in the macaque. Von Bonin and Bailey (1947) la-
belled the macaque area FCBm and considered it to be
homologous to the human area FCBm of Von Economo
(1929), Brodmann�s area 44. Preuss (1995) has pointed
out that the region can even be identified in New World
monkeys and the prosimian Galago. In the macaque the
region has also been labelled F5 (Matelli et al. 1985).
Neurons in area F5 code for specific grasping movements
made by the monkey (Rizzolatti et al. 1988) and also for
grasping movements that the monkey observes other indi-
viduals making (di Pelligrino et al. 1992; Jeannerod et al.
1995; Rizzolatti et al. 1996a, b; Gallese et al. 1996). It has
been suggested that these neurons may mediate motor im-
agery (Jeannerod 1994) or motor event recognition
(Rizzolatti et al. 1996a). An alternative explanation is that
area 44 is concerned with the planning and selection of
movements that require ªstandardº mappings of stimulus
and response. Wise et al. (1997) distinguish between stan-
dard and ªnon-standardº mapping. In standard mapping
there is a spatial correspondence between the cue (e.g.
the picture of a hand) and the response (e.g. the hand
movement); in non-standard mapping the relation is arbi-
trary.

We do not think that the activation of area 44 in
Broca�s area is related to movement preparation per se;
instead its activation is related more specifically to the
preparation of a certain class of movements ± copied
movements. Other premotor and prefrontal regions are
important for the selection of actions (Passingham
1993). Human and non-human primate studies involving
single-unit recording, permanent aspiration lesions; tem-
porary inactivation with muscimol and PET have shown
that the PMd selects arbitrary actions (e.g. joystick move-
ments) on the basis of arbitrary instruction (e.g. colour
cues; Halsband and Passingham 1985; Deiber et al.
1991; Boussaoud and Wise 1993a, b; Kurata 1993; Kurata
and Hoffman 1994; Mitz et al. 1993; Passingham 1993; di
Pelligrino and Wise 1993). The dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, in conjunction with the mesial cortical motor ar-
eas, the SMA, the pre-SMA, and the cingulate cortex is
important for the selection and initiation of self-paced
movements in the absence of external cues or instructions
(Deiber et al. 1991; Frith et al. 1991; Chen et al. 1994;
Thaler et al. 1994; Jahanshahi et al. 1995). The premotor
areas activated by a preparation condition depend, to
some extent, on how the movement is selected; prepara-
tion which is sustained over time may be associated with
similarly sustained activity in the relevant premotor struc-
ture. When movements were freely selected, as opposed
to cued by an arbitrary pattern of LEDs, Deiber et al.
(1996) found that preparatory activity was greater in the
pre-SMA, anterior cingulate, and dorsolateral prefrontal
area 9 ± the same areas that have been found to be more
active in previous experiments that have compared self-
paced or freely selected movements with cued movements
in the absence of any delay period (Jahanshahi et al. 1995;
Frith et al. 1995). By the same logic, the present results
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suggest that more ventrally, in area 44, there is a distinct
premotor system concerned with the selection of actions
on the basis of imitation. This argument is supported by
a recent report by Erhard et al. (1996), who also recorded
Broca�s area activation in an fMRI study of movement
imitation, even in the absence of a delay between cue
and movement. No significant blood flow changes have
been seen in this region when subjects perform similar
tasks but with no element of action copying (Jahanshahi
et al. 1995; Deiber et al. 1996). The PMv may be con-
cerned with other standard sensorimotor mappings.
Reaching, grasping (Gentiluci et al. 1983; Rizzolatti et al.
1983; Fogassi et al. 1992; Savaki et al. 1993; Kurata and
Hoffman 1994) and movement copying all involve spa-
tially congruent stimulus response mappings and all pro-
cesses are associated with the PMv.

The existence of a distinct premotor system concerned
with the selection of actions by copying is also suggested
by apraxia. There is a robust dissociation between im-
paired movement-copying in ideomotor apraxia and im-
pairments in miming object use and the learning of arbi-
trary stimulus response associations in ideational apraxis
(De Renzi et al. 1968; Barbieri and De Renzi 1988; De
Renzi and Lucchelli 1988; M.F.S. Rushworth et al. 1998).

Rizzolatti and colleagues (Grafton et al. 1996;
Rizzolatti et al. 1996b) have recently used PET to scan
subjects while they performed grasping observation tasks
similar to those used in previous studies with monkeys.
They compared blood flow when subjects observed ob-
jects being grasped or simply observed and recorded acti-
vation peaks in Broca�s area at Tailarach coordinates �32,
+34, +4 (Rizzolatti et al. 1996b) and �48, 36, 12 (Grafton
et al. 1996). These foci are therefore approximately 3 cm
more anterior than the one recorded in the present exper-
iment. It is not clear exactly where the foci lie with re-
spect to the major sulci of the inferior frontal gyrus, but
they most probably fall within the more anterior area
45. Rizzolatti et al. (1996b) have discussed unpublished
evidence for distinct populations of visual/complex neu-
rons and non-visual neurons in monkey F5. It is possible
that the discrepant locations of the motor-related foci in
Broca�s area in comparison between object grasp observa-
tion and object observation comparison (Rizzolatti et al.
1996b; Grafton et al. 1996) and the present movement im-
itation-hand observation comparison reflect different neu-
ron populations. This would be consistent with the finding
that activation is found more posteriorly, in area 44, when
actually imaging making movements was compared with
object observation (Grafton et al. 1996). Alternatively the
more anterior focus recorded by Rizzolatti et al. (1996b)
may not be the human homologue of the monkey F5 area,
and its activation may be related to the attentional role of
adjacent dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Passingham and
Nixon 1996; Rushworth et al. 1997a). A significant
change in rCBF was seen in the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex when both of the conditions involving preparation,
P and PE, were compared against the baseline (Table 1).

Activation has previously been recorded in Broca�s ar-
ea in other PET studies of motor tasks (Decety et al. 1994;

Parsons et al. 1995; Stephan et al. 1995). The complicated
task designs used in these experiments involved more
than just movement selection and activated large regions
of cortex in additional to the opercular part of Broca�s ar-
ea; it was therefore not possible to equate the activation of
opercular Broca�s area with the aspect of movement se-
lection.

Primary motor cortex

There has been some controversy about whether or not the
M1 is involved in the process of motor imagery. Motor
imagery PET and fMRI studies have variously reported
no activation of M1 (Rao et al. 1993; Sanes et al. 1993;
Decety et al. 1994; Parsons et al. 1995), M1 activation
in just some subjects (Leonardo et al. 1995; Sabbah et al.
1995; Stephan et al. 1995) or a general M1 activation dur-
ing fMRI motor imagery (Porro et al. 1996; Roth et al.
1996). In the present experiment, we found activation dur-
ing the P condition which only required movement prep-
aration as opposed to actual movement execution. This re-
sult confirms that overt behavioural output is not neces-
sary for M1 activation in PET and is consistent with
Decety�s (1996) suggestion that the same brain regions
are involved in both motor execution and motor imagery.

It remains a possibility that the M1 rCBF changes seen
in P, and in the motor imagery paradigms of other re-
searchers, reflect presynaptic inhibition of M1. It is clear,
however, that monkey M1 motor cortical cells modulate
their activity in relation to the mental planning of arm
movement (Georgopoulos et al. 1989) and that the excit-
ability of specific M1 muscle representations change dur-
ing human motor imagery (Fadiga et al. 1995).

Supramarginal gyrus

Changes in rCBF were recorded in the anterior supramar-
ginal gyrus in both the PE and P conditions in comparison
with the baseline and E conditions (Tables 1, 2). The area
of activation included Bordmann�s area 40 and was mot
prominent from the end of the Sylvian fissure to the post-
central sulcus. Grafton et al. (1996) recorded changes in
rCBF in the subcentral sulci in the parietal operculum
by the insula in a region they suggest may be the human
homologue of SII when they contrasted reaching and
grasping with reaching; no rCBF changes were recorded
in this region in the present study. Deiber et al. (1996)
have suggested that area 40 may play a particular role
in motor preparation; in comparisons against baseline,
they recorded high rCBF in the anterior part of area 40
when subjects were able to prepare movements before ex-
ecuting them and lower rCBF when movements were ex-
ecuted immediately to the presentation of cues. By em-
ploying the P condition in the present study and compar-
ing the rCBF with that recorded during the E condition,
we were able to confirm the association between area
40 activation and movement preparation. Furthemore,
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the present study demonstrates that the role of area 40 in
movement preparation, unlike area 44, is independent of
the mode of movement selection; activation changes in
area 40 are seen during both when movements are select-
ed by standard and by non-standard sensorimotor map-
pings.

Area 40 may be a covert motor preparation area that
performs an analogous function to the covert orienting at-
tention area in the more posterior parietal cortex (Posner
et al. 1984; Corbetta et al. 1993). Covert orienting appears
to be part of a process of covert preparation for oculomo-
tor and orienting movements (Sheliga et al. 1994). Chang-
es in rCBF, particularly in the right hemisphere, can be re-
corded in this region when subjects covertly prepare ocu-
lomotor movements (Corbetta et al. 1993) and lesions im-
pair covert oculomotor preparation (Posner et al. 1984).
The present study and the study of Deiber et al. (1996)
demonstrate that the supramarginal gyrus is activated
when subjects covertly prepare finger movements, as op-
posed to oculomotor movements. In addition we have pre-
viously shown that lesions that include the left supramar-
ginal gyrus impair normal covert motor preparation
(Rushworth et al. 1997b). Area 40 and the more posterior
parietal region studied by Corbetta et al. (1993) may cor-
respond to areas 7b, and 7a, respectively, in the macaque
(Eidelburg and Galaburda 1984). The connections of
these areas are consistent with parallel roles in covert mo-
tor preparation (or motor attention) and covert oculomotor
preparation (or orienting attention); area 7a is connected
with dorsal visual areas and projects to the fontal eye
fields, while 7b is connected with the somatosensory sys-
tem and projects to the premotor cortex (Cavada and
Goldman-Rakic 1989a, b; Matelli et al. 1986). In relation
to the distributed pattern of rCBF changes seen in the
present experiment, it should also be noted that the ma-
caque area 7b is also interconnected with area F5- (Cav-
ada and Goldman Rakic 1989a, b; Matelli et al. 1986).

For the comparison between PE and E, there was also
also an activation in the most anterior part of the parietal
cortex (Table 2, Fig. 2). The peak may lie within the pri-
mary somatosensory cortex (SI) and within the lower part
of the hand representation (�60, �24, 42). If so, this acti-
vation may reflect the fact that the subjects were instruct-
ed to ªfeelº the finger while they were preparing to move
it. Jueptner et al. (1997) have previously reported activa-
tion of SI when subjects were instructed to attend during
the intertrial interval to the finger that they were going to
move on the next trial.

The cerebellum and movement preparation

In a previous study, preparatory activity was recorded in
the dorsal cerebellum when subjects prepared and subse-
quently executed movements, but it was greater when
subjects immediately executed movements in the absence
of precues (Deiber et al. 1996). Deiber et al. (1996) there-
fore suggested that the cerebellum was particularly con-
cerned with the immediate translation of sensory informa-

tion into a motor response. The previous study only re-
corded activity to a depth of �12 mm below the AC-PC
line, while in the present study, by the choice of scanner
position, we were able to record activity throughout the
entire extent of the cerebellum. In the present study it
was clear that there was a significant difference in rCBF
in the right cerebellar hemisphere when either the P or the
PE condition was compared against baseline. The rCBF
peaks were all 20 mm or more below the AC-PC plane
and would not have been detectable in the previous study.

The presence of activation in the P condition is consis-
tent with a role for the cerebellum in the preparation of
movements based on visual cues and not simply in the ex-
ecution of movements (Mushiake and Strick 1993, 1995a,
b). Response preparation is slowed in patients with cere-
bellar lesions (Jahanshahi et al. 1993). Discrete lesions
placed in the lateral cerebellar nuclei in macaques prolong
the reaction times of learned sequences of movements
(Nixon and Passingham 1996) but have little effect on
whether or not the correct movement is selected in re-
sponse to a visual cue (Passingham and Nixon 1996). Sig-
nificant rCBF changes in the cerebellum have previously
been recorded when subjects imagine making movements
(Decety et al. 1994).

This is not to say that the cerebellum is only involved
in preparation for movement. There was significantly
greater rCBF in the right cerebellar hemisphere and right
lateral cerebellar nuclei when the PE condition was com-
pared with the P condition (Table 3). Muscimol injections
into the dentate are known to slow movement initiation
even when there is no element of preparation in the test-
ing paradigm (Mink and Thach 1991a, b).

The striatum and movement preparation

There was significantly greater activation in the putamen
during conditions involving either preparation or execu-
tion (PE, P, E) than during the baseline (Table 1). The ac-
tivation was greater when there was a period of prepara-
tion before execution, PE, than when execution was im-
mediate, E, (left putamen; Table 2). This suggests a role
for the striatum in selecting and preparing movements.
Preparatory activity that is specific for the response type
and the response goal has been recorded in the putamen
(Alexander and Crutcher 1990a, b; Jaeger et al. 1993)
and the globus pallidus (Mushiake and Strick 1995a, b)
in single-cells studies in monkeys. The rCBF change,
however, was also significantly greater in PE than P (right
putamen; Table 3), suggesting that the actual initiation of
the movement is also an important factor in determining
striatial activation. This is also consistent with a previous
cell-recording study: twice as many anterior caudate and
putamen cells were found to be active when monkeys pre-
pared to make an over movement as opposed to when
they prepared to inhibit responding to a ªno-goº cue
(Romo and Schultz 1992). Pallidal inactivation leads to
slowed response times in some, but not all, motor tasks
(Mink and Thach 1991a, b; Alamy et al. 1994).
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Ventral prefrontal cortex and cingulate cortex
and the suppression of movements

In general, areas of rCBF increase in the P condition were
a subset of the areas of increase in the PE condition; this
is consistent with the subjects� claims that they were en-
gaged in the same process of covert response preparation
in both the P and the PE conditions even though they did
not make any overt response in the P condition. There
were, however, areas that were significantly more active
in the P than the PE condition (Table 3). Two of these dif-
ferences were large, in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
and the anterior cingulate. These may reflect the fact that
the subjects were required to inhibit movements to a
greater extent in P than in PE. An rCBF difference in
the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex was also apparent in
the direct comparison of P with baseline; there was a sin-
gle voxel area of significant difference at a level of
P<0.001, but a larger area was apparent when the signif-
icance level used was P<0.01.

Ventrolateral prefrontal rCBF changes seen in working
memory tasks are usually interpreted as reflecting a visual
form specific working memory mechanism that is the
counterpart of a more dorsally located spatial working
memory system (Haxby et al. 1995; Baker et al. 1996;
Courtney et al. 1996; McCarthy et al. 1996). Such a di-
chotomy has been claimed in the macaque (Wilson et al.
1993; Goldman-Rakic 1996). However, the memory de-
mands of the two tasks in the present experiment, P and
PE, are identical. Furthermore, Rushworth et al. (1997a)
have recently shown that monkeys with ventrolateral pre-
frontal lesions are not impaired on a working memory task,
visual delayed matching. They have also pointed to the fact
that monkeys with this lesion are impaired on tasks in
which there is no working memory component, for exam-
ple simultneous visual matching (Rushworth et al. 1997a),
ªgo/no-goº tasks (Iversen and Mishkin 1970) and visual or
spatial reversals (Butter 1969). All these tasks require the
animals to inhibit or change responses. Recently, Casey
et al. (1996) have used fMRI to show that the ventral pre-
frontal cortex activation distinguishes between high- and
low-performing adolescents on a go/no-go task.

Changes in the dorsal, as opposed to the ventral, pre-
frontal cortex were seen when either condition involving
preparation, P or PE, was compared with baseline. This
may reflect the subjects intention to move in a certain
way at the end of the delay. It is compatible with Fuster�s
(1995) suggestion that the dorsal prefrontal cortex is im-

portant for prospective memory for what an individual
plans to do next.

Activation of the anterior cingulate cortex has been re-
ported when subjects have to change between responses
or inhibit responses. Changes in rCBF have been recorded
during performance of a Stroop task which required sub-
jects to direct attention to an unusual stimulus dimension
and the response it instructed instead of the habitual stim-
ulus dimension and the response it instructed (Pardo et al.
1990). Both Paus et al. (1993) and Taylor et al. (1994)
have also shown that the anterior cingulate is activated

in tasks which require the execution of a new response
and the suppression of a habitual response. Anterior cin-
gulate activation also distinguished high- and low-per-
forming adolescents in the recent go/no-go study of Casey
et al. (1996). The location of the peaks of activation for
such tasks is variable within the anterior cingulate cortex
(Paus et al. 1996; Picard and Strick 1996). The present
findings demonstrate that just the suppression of the stan-
dard response is sufficient to activate this particular part
of the cingulate cortex.
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